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1 Introduction 

The structure of the deuteron is extensively studied at last decades using both 

electromagnetic and hadron probes. This interest is related with the hope to explore 

the internal deuteron structure over a wide range of distances between constituents. 

The backward elastic scattering dp -+ pd at medium and high energies is one of the 

simplest processes with the large momentum transfer and, therefore, can be used · 

to study the high-momentum tail of the deuteron wave function (DWF). Another 

interesting feature of this process is that within framework of the one nucleon ex

change (ONE) the cross section is proportional to the fourth degree of the DWF, 

l«I>(q)l4, and polarization observables are also simply related with the S- and D

components of the DWF. 

The experimental data on the differential cross section of the dp -+ pd reaction 

[l] show a sharp peak at 180° in the center of mass. On the other hand, the 

differential cross sectio~ at 0 ~ 180° demonstrates the strong energy dependence 

and an enhancement in vinicity of the· ~-isobar excitation. This resonant-like energy 

dependence of the cross section could not be explained by the pole mechanism only. 

In the model ~f Kerman and Kisslinger [2] the dp backward elastic peak is interpreted 

as due to the admixture of N N*(l688) state in the standard deuteron wave function. 

The cross section of the dp -+ pd process was calculated in the framework of the 

two-step model in which the cross section of the dp backward elastic scattering is 

expressed in terms of the pp -+ d7r+ cross section. Such mechanism, considered 

firstly by Craigie and Wilkin [3] and later by Barry [4] leads to a resonant behaviour 

of the cross section -:t energies near Tp ~ 600 Me V. Calculations of Kolybasov and 

Smorodinskaya [5] taking into account D- state and relativistic corrections are in 

the satisfactory agreement with the cross section data. 

In the model developed by Kondratyuk and Lev (6), the dp-+ pd reaction ampli

tude is expressed directly in terms of the N N -+ N ~ amplitudes. It is sp.own that 

the interference of the ~ excitation with the pole mechanism could provide a satis

factory description of the energy dependence of the dp backward elastic scattering 

cross section. 

The description of the cross section data improves significantly when the contri

bution from the three-baryon resonances obtained in the bag model as the nine-quark 

states with hidden color are added [7). 

However, description of the polarization observables. is related with the numerous 

difficulties., The two-step model predicts the simple relations between polarization · 
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observables of the dp backward elastic scattering and the pp'-+ d7r+ process, which 

should coincide. Moreover, the measurements of analyzing power due to the po

larization of incident proton have shown that these relations do not hold even in 

vinicity of the ~ resonance. Measurements of the vector analyzing power Ay for 

pd-+ dp at large angles at 316 and 516 MeV and comparison with the pp-+ d7r+ 

data have shown that this analyzing power is higher than that for the corresponding 

pp-+ d'II"+ reaction (8]. 

Measurements ~f the tensor ;'Lnalyzi~g power T20 performed at Saturne (9] at 

Td ~ 0.3 + 2.3 Ge V shown the large negative value for T20 • Calculations of Boudard 

and Dillig (10] taking into account ONE and rescattering mechanisms from the ~ 

resonance fails to_ reproduce the behavior of T20 • The better agreement with the 

. experimental data was obtained by Nakamura and Satta [11] in the framework of 

the two-step· model by imposing of T-invariance on the triangle amplitudes. The 

results have shown the strong sensitivity to the results of the pp -+ d7r+ phase shi.ft 

analysis and possible existing of dibaryon resonances at vs~ 2.1 +2.2 GeV. Recent 

measurements of T20 and spin transfer _coefficient from vectorially polarized deuteron 

to the proton, i.0 , performed at Saclay (12] have confirm the deviation from ONE 

model. Measurements of T20 at Dubna up to Td ~ 5 Ge V have demonstrated the 

new unexplained to date structure at Td ~ 3 + 3.2 GeV (13]. - . { 

In present article we perform the model-independent analysis of the dp backward 

elastic scatt~ring reaction in the collinear·geometry. The purpose of this analysis is 

to find the minimal and optimal set of the experiments for the direct reconstruction 

of the reaction amplitudes. In the ne'.'t section we derive the ~atrix element of 

the dp elastic scattering. In section 3 we give the expressions for the number of 

polarization observables. In section 4 we find the set of ~bservables to r~construct 

the amplitudes of the reaction. In the last section we discuss the experimental 

possibilities to perform this set of measurements. 

. . -

2 dp elastic· scattering in the collinear geometry 

In the ge~eral case the 1 + ½ -+ 1 + ½ process can be described in terms of 18 

independent complex amplitudes: 

M =xj.rx;, 
-- -+- - -+ - -+ - -+ F = !1(61)(6 z) + f2(6m)(e2 m) + Ja(6ii)(6 ii)+ f4(ii ei x 6 ) 

+ fs(((~0(e~+ m) + ((~m)((~+0) + (f6((~0(e~+0 + h((~m)(e~+ m) (1) 

2 

- -+ - -+ - - -+ - - -+ +fs(6ii)(6 ii))(a'11) + (f9(1n 6 X 6 ) + !10([ 6 X 6 ))(a'l) + U11(1n 6 X 6 ) 
- - -+ - -+ -- -+ - -+- -+/12(/ (1 x 6 ))(a'1n) + fo(r'i 6 x 6 )(a'ii) + /14((6/)((2 ii)+ ((1ii)(6 l))(a'l) 
- -+. - -+ - -- -+ - -+-+f1s(((1m)(6 ii)+ (6ii)(6 1n))(a'l) + !16((61)(6 ii)+ (611)(6 l))(a'1n) 
- -+ - -+ -- -+ - -+-+ fn(((1m)((2 ii)(611)(6 1n))(a'1n) + !1s((6/)(6 1n) + (e11n)(6 /))(a'11), 

where XJ and Xi are the spinors of the final and initial fermions, (~ and D are the 

polarization vectors of the initial and final spin I particles; f; are scalar amplitudes, 

depending in the general case on the energy and scattering angle 0. The three 

mutually orthogonal unit vectors ( 111 and ii are defined as: 

- k; +k~ l =-::;--::., 
lk; +k1I 

A:- k~ 
1n = If:- k~I' ii= 

I.; x AJ 
I": X AJl

1 (2) 

where k; and k~ are the relativ_e momenta bf the initial and final states, respectively. 

The expression(!) have been obtained using the parity conservation only. Tlwre

fore, it keeps the terms violating the T-invaria;1ce in the dp elastic scattering. The 

requirement of time reversal invariance implies that: 

fs = f9 = !12 = f1s = !16 = f1s = 0, (:l) 

what reduces the number of independent amplitudes for dp - elastic scattering to 

12. 

In this paper we consider the dp elastic scattering in the collinear geometry. 

The condition of the total spin projection conservation for the collinear processes 

restricts the number of independent amplitudes of the matrix elenwnt (I) in such a 

way that: 

!2 = f3, !11 = f13, 

f4 = !6 = h = fs = f14 = .f1, = o (·I) 

for the forward elastic scattering (0cm = 0°) a;1d 

!1 = f3, !10 = f13, 

f4 = !6 = h = fs = f14 = f17 = o (,i) 

for the backward elastic scattering (0cm = 180°), r~~pectively. 

Finally, the amplitude of the dp elastic scattering in the colli1war g<'omPtry can 

be written as: 

.r= --+ -- -+- - -+ - -- -+ A(6e2 ) + B(6k)(6 k) + iC(a'6 X 6 ) + iD(a'/,,)(/,,e1 X 6 ), (6) 
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where k is the unit vector in the direction of the relative momentum of the initial 

state, A, B, C and D are the amplitudes of the dp elastic scattering depending on 

the energy. 

3 Polarization observables 

In this section we gi;e the definition of the general polarization observable and 

results of our calculations for the number of polarization observables of the dp elastic 

scatteri_ng in the collinear kinematics. 

. We define the general spin observable in terms of the Pauli_ 2 x 2 spin matrices 

u for protons and a set of spin operators S for deuterons as in refs[l4, 15, 16): 

C _ Tr(:Fu0 S>,:F+u13S-y) 
a,>.,/3,-r - Tr(:F:F+) ' (7) 

where indices a: and ,\ refer to the initial proton and deuteron polarization, indices /3 
and I refer to the final proton and deuteron, respectively; u0 and Sa corresponding 

to the non-polarized particles are the unit matrices of two and tree dimensions in 

these notations .. We use a right hand coordinate system, defined i~ accordance with 

Madison convention [17). This system is specified by a set of three ortogorial vectors 

l, N and S, where N = ii, l = /and S = [NL) .. 
. Below we shall show that the direct reconstruction of the amplitudes can be 

provided by the measurements of the first and second order polarization observables 

only, therefore, we derive the expressions only for them. 

The squared matrix element (6) is expressed as: 

Tr:FP = 2(3A2 + 2ReAB* + B 2 + 6C2 + 4ReCD* + 2D2
) (8) 

The only non-;vanishing polarization ob~ervable of the first order is the tensor 

analyzing power due to the polarization of the initial deuteron ( or the induced tensor 

polarization of the final deuteron) can be written as: 

Tr:FPCo,NN,o,o = 2(2ReAB* + B 2 
- 2ReCD* - D 2

) (9) 

This obser.vable T20 = -\1'2 · Co,NN,o,o was measured up to 5 GeV of the initial 

deuteron kinetic ene~gy at Sacl~y and Dubna (9, 12, 13). 

The tensor. polarization of the final deuteron is equal to the tensor analyzing 

power due to polarization of the initial deuteron according·to the T-invarian_ce: 

Co,o,o,N N = Co,N N,o,o (10) 
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The spin transfer coefficients from deuteron to deuteron due to the vector polar

ization of both particles can be expressed as: 

Tr :FPCo,L,o,L 

Tr :F:F+co,N,O,N 

4 · (A2 + C 2 + 2ReCD* + D2
) 

4 · (A2 + ReAB* + C2
) 

(11) 

(12) 

Since the deuteron is a spin 1 particle, there are the number of tensor-tensor and 

vector-tensor (tensor-vector) spin transfer•coefficients apart from the usual vector

vector ones. The tensor-tensor non-vanishing spin transfer coefficients are defined 

as: 

Tr:FPCo,LL,o,LL = 4(3A2 + 4ReAB* + 2B2 
- 3C2 + 2ReCD* + D2

) (13) 

Tr:FPCo,NN,o,NN = 2(6A2 + 2ReAB* + B 2 
- 6C2 

- 8ReCD* - 4D
2

) (14) 

Tr:FPCo,NN,o,ss = 2(:-3A2 + 2ReAB* + B 2 + 3C2 +·10neCD* + 5D
2
)(15) 

Tr:FPCo,LN,O,LN = 9. (A2 + ReAB* - C2
) (16) 

Tr:FPCo,s_N,o,SN = 9. (A2 
- C 2 

- 2ReCD* - D
2

) (17) 

Note that tensor-tensor spin transfer coefficients Co,NN,o,NN, Co,NN,o,ss, Co,NN,o,LL, 

Co,LL,O,LL, and Co,SN,o,SN are ;not independent and related as the following: 

1 
Co,NN,o,LL = - 2Co,LL,o,LL 

1 
Co,SN,o,sN = 2(Co,NN,o,NN - Co,NN,o,ss) (18) 

Co,LL,o,LL = 2(Co,NN,o,NN + Co,NN,o,ss) 

The existence of these relationships allows to perform the measurements o~ Co,NN,o,NN 

and Co,NN,o,ss instead Co,SN,o,sN and Co,LL,o,LL, being more difficult to be realized 

from the experimental point of view. 

The spin transfer coefficient from the vectorially polarized deuteron to the t_en

sorially polarized final deuteron depends on the A and B amplitudes only: 

Tr:FPCo,N,o,Ls = 6 · ImAB* (19) 

There are the simple relations between the tensor-vector and vector-tensor spin 

transfer coefficients due to the T-invariance and rotation symmetry: 

Co,Ls,o,N = -Co,LN,o,s = -Co,N,o,LS = Co,s,o,LN (20) 

The availability of the polarized proton target and polarized beam gives the 

opportunity to measure the different spin correlations. As in case of the spin transfer 
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coefficients from the deuteron to deuteron, there are the spin correlations due to the 

vector polarization of the deuternn: 

Tr :FP-CL,L,o,o 4 · (2ReAC* + 2ReAD* - C 2
) 

Tr:FP-CN,N,0,0 = . 4. (2ReAC* + Re3C* - nee D* - C2
), 

as well as due to tensor polarization: 

Tr:FP-CN,LS,o,o = 6 · (Im(3 + D)C*) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) · 

The measurement of the spin correlations of the 'final particles is not realistic due 

to the small cross section of the· considered process. Moreover, since they are equal -

to the_ correspon~ing spin correlations of the initial particles according to the T

invariance: 

Co,o,L,L 

Co,o,s,s 

CL,L,0,0 

Co,o,N,N 

Co,o,N,N = CN,N,o,o 

Co,o,N,LS = CN,LS,o,o, 

these experiments are not necessary. 

The deuteron-proton spin transfer coefficients can be written as: 

Tr:FP-Co,1;,L,o · 

r:FP-Co,N,N,o 

Tr:FP-Co,LS,N,o 

4 · (2ReAC* + 2ReA.D* + C2
) 

4 · (Re(2A* + 3* :+ D-*)(J + C 2
) - - -

6 · (Im(-3* + D*)C) 

Only Co,N,N,o = ~Ko was measured at Saturne to date [12]. 

(24) 

(25) 

{26) 

(27) 

Finally, we give the expressions for the spin transfer coefficients from polarized 

proton target to the final proton: 

Tr:FP-CL,o,L,o = 2(3A2 + 2ReA3* + 3 2 
- 2C2

) {28) 

?1'r:FP-CN,o,N,O = 2{3A2 + 2ReA3* + 3 2 
- 2C2 

- 4ReCD* - 2D
2

) {29) 

. C s,o,s,o = C N,O,N,O. (30) 

In this section we have derived the expressions for all non-vanishing observables of 

the first and second order, which can be used to determine the matrix element of 

the process. Some of these observables are not independent due to the symmetries 

properties.- As the consequence of the T-invariance one can write the relationships 

between the different observables: 

Co,o,o,NN 

CL,O,O,L 

= Co,NN,o,o 

Co,L,L,o 

Co,NN,o,ss = Co,ss,o,NN 

CN,o,o,N = Co,N,N,o 

6 

Co,LL,o,NN = Co,NN,o,LL 

CN,o,o,LS = Co,LS,N,o (31) 

' 
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There are also the following relations due to the collinear geometry .of the considered 

process: 

Cs,s,o,o 

Co,o,s,s 

CN,N,0,0 

Co,o,N,N 

Co,s,o,s = Co,N,o,N 

Co,LN,o,LN = Co,Ls,o,LS 

Cs,o,s,o = CN,o,N,o 

4 Direct reconstruction.of the amplitudes 

(32) 

Since the dp --> pd process is described by 4 complex amplitudes, oue nPPds 

to measure at least 7 observables to determine the matrix element. On the other 

hand, all polarization observables are expressed through the bilinear combinatious 

of the amplitudes, therefore, the number of experimeuts to be performed at giveu 

energy increases. Another res"triction comes from small cross section of the process 

at high energies and low efficiency of the polarimet;'rs or limited possiblP flux on 

the polarized target. Therefore, one needs to find the set of observablPs satisfying 

to the experimental possibility to be measure also. 

Below we assume that the axis of the primary deuteron lwam polarizatiou at th<' 

exit of the ion source is vertical. 

The moduli of the amplitudes A, 3 and Cran be extracted from the iuformatiou 

on the cross section, tensor analyzing power Co,NN,o,o (or Co,o,o,NN) and :3 difft>n•ut 

tensor-tensor spin transfer coefficients: Co.NN,O,LL, Co.sN,o.SN (st>P relations ( 18)) and 

Co,LN,o,LN as: 

A2 

32 

c2 

/
8

Tr:FP-(1 -1Co,NN,O,LL - 2 Co,NN,o.o + Co.sN,o,sN) 

-i-Tr:FP-(Co,NN,o,LL + ~(4Co,LN,O,LN - (~o.sN.o.sN)) 

/s.Tr:FP-(l + Co,NN,O,LL + Co,NN,o,o) 

( ;J:3) 

(:l-1) 

(:l5) 

Note, that C 2 can be also reconstructed from the vpctor-v<'rtor, Co,N,o.N, and tt>nsor

tensor, Co,LN,o,LN, spin transfer coefficients from tlw deutnon to dPulPron: 

C2 = irr:FP-(Co,N,o,N - ~Co,LN,O,LN). (:l!i) 

In such a way Co,N,o,N is not independent and can be l'Xpresspd through th<' disrnssed 

above observables as: 

Co,N,o,N = ~(! + Co,NN,o,LL + Co,NN,o,o + Co,LN,o,l,N) (:n) 
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The reconstruction of the D2 requires the measurement of the additional observ

. ables because the D2 appears always together with the 2ReC D* in the expressions 

for the cross section, tensor analyzing power and tensor-tensor spin transfer coef

ficients, and therefore, can not be extracted. One can easy to show that the D2 

can be obtained from the 3 polarization observables: spin transfer coefficient from 

deuteron to proton, Co.N,N,o [12], spin correlation parameter, CN,N,o,o [18], and spin 

transfer coefficient from the proton to proton, CN,o,N,o: 

2 I + I 
D = 4TrFF (2(1 - CN,o,N,o) + CN,N,o,o - Co,N,N,o)) (38) 

On the other hand, the spin transfer coefficient CN,o,N,o is not independent observable 

and related with the tensor analyzing power Co,NN,o,o and tensor-tensor spin transfer 

coefficient Co,NN,o,NN by: 

I 
CN,o,N,o = 9(1 + 4 Co,NN,o,o + 4 Co,NN,O,NN) (39) 

Therefore, D2
. can be obtained by the measuring of the spin correlation CN,N,o,o and 

spin transfer coefficient from the deuteron to proton, Co,N,N,o [12], in addition to the 

cross section, tensor analyzing power and tensor-tensor spin transfer coefficient: 

I I 9 . ) 
D2 = 9TrFP(I - 2(Co,NN,o,o + Co,NN,o,NN) + 4(CN,N,o,o - Co,N,N,o) (40) 

The reconstruction of the phases of the amplitudes can be performed using an 

additional information apart from the discussed above observables. • Since the ob

servables are expressed through the bilinear combinations of the amplitudes, the 

reconstruction of the common phase is impossible. We put the phase of the ampli

tude A equal to zero, <I> A = 0. Therefore A amplitude is real: 

ImA=0 ReA = JA2 = JAJ ( 41) 

Imaginary part of the B amplitude can ~e easy reconstructed from the measure

ment of the spin transfer coefficient from ·the vectorially polarized initial deuteron 

to the tensorially polarized final deuteron Co,N,o,LS· Therefore, the phase <PB can be 

reconstructed· as: 

ImB = JBI sin <PB = 
6 

:AITrFPCo,N,O,LS 

. I I .· - · 
ReB = IBI cos <PB= µ{;?rFPCo,LN,O,LN -A2 + C 2

) (42) 

The reconstruction of the ReC and ImC can be _obtained from the spin ·corre

lation CN,LS,o,o and spin transfer coefficient Co,LS,N,o due to the tensor polarization 

8 
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of the initial deuteron and polarization of the initial and final proton, respectively. 

Using the following combinations of the polarization observables 

X 
1

1

2
TrFP(CN,Ls,o,o + Co,Ls,N,o) = ImBC* 

y ~TrFP(CN,N,o,o + Co,N,N,o) = 2 ReAC* + ReBC*, 

one can reconstruct the phase <I>c: 

ImC 
y ImB-X (2 JAJ+ReB) 

JCJ sin <I>c = 2 JAJReB + B 2 

ReC 
X ImB+YReB 

= JCI cos <I>c = 2 JAJReB + B 2 
(43) 

The reconstruction of the real and imaginary parts of the D amplitude can be 

performed without measure~ents of the additional observables. Using the following 

relations: 

U = -
1
1

2
TrFP(CN,LS,o,o + Co,Ls,N,o) = ImCD* 

V = irrFP(CN,N,O,o- Co,N,N,iJ)- C2 = ReCD*, 

one can easy obtain <I>v: 

ImD 

ReD 

1 . 
JDI sin <I>v = C

2 
(VImC - UReC) 

1 
= JDI cos<I>v_= c/VReC + UimC) (44) 

It should be noted, that the matrix element can be expressed in terms of different 

sets of _amplitudes which are simply related (see Appendix 1). The minimal number 

of different experiments (seven) does not depend.on the used set of amplitudes. The 

expressions of the amplitudes A - D calculated within One Nucleon Exchange are 

given in Appendix 2. 

5 Conclusions and discussions 

To conclude we have found that the measurement of 10 observables of the first 

and second order only, i.e. cross section, tensor analyzing power Co,NN,o,o ( Co,o,o,NN) 

and 8 second order spin observables Co,NN,o,NN, Co,NN,o,ss, Co,LN,O,LN, Co,N,o,Ls, · 

Co,N,N,o, CN,;.,o,o, CLs,N,o,o and Co,Ls,N,o could provide the direct reconstruction of 

the amplitudes of the dp backward elastic process. The choosen observables are 
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mostly realistic to be measured at the·moment with the existing experimental tech

niques. 

Using of purely tensor polarimeter POLDER (19] based on the (d, 2p) charge 

exchange reaction (20] could provide the measurements of Co,NN,o,NN, Co,NN,o,ss and 

Co,LN,O,LN (which could be easy obtained by the rotation of the initial deuteron spin) 

and Co,N,o,Ls in addition to the measured cross section (l] and Co,NN,o,o (9, 12, 13]. 
The cross section and tensor analyzing power could be measured simultaneously with 

the spin transfer coefficients allowed by the triggering system of POLDER (19]. Note, 

that as a by-product the tensor polarization of the final deuteron Co,o,o,NN also would 

be obtained. Two additional observables: spin transfer coefficients Co,N,N,o (12] and 

Co,LS,N,o could be _obtained from the measurement of the proton polarization by the 

polarimeter POMME (22]. The spin correlations CN,N,o,o (18] and CLs,N,o,o could be 

measured using polarized deuteron beam and polarized proton target installed now 

at LHE of JINR (23]. The rotation of the primary deuteron spin could be provided 

by the magnetic field of the beam line upstream the target 2 or by the· special spin-flip 

magnet, what is necessary for the measurement of T-odd observables like CN,Ls,o,o 

and Co,Ls,N,o,o or tensor-tensor spin transfer coefficient Co,LN,o,LN• 

The measurements of the tensor-tensor spin transfer coefficients is the most diffi

cult task from the experiment~! point of view because of two reasons: unfavourable 

jacobian in the laboratory for the final deuteron and small figures of merit F20 , F22 
and F21 of POLDER (19] which are about 1 %. These factors could be compensated 

by the using of the full intensity of the deuteron beam reaching 2 • 1011 per beam 

burst and a large· solid angle. The measurement of the proton po_Jarization can be 

performed with the better precision because of the figure of merit of POMME as a 

proton polarimeter at high energies is about 4-,- 5% and favourable jacobian for the 

final proton, on the other hand. But an additional problem due to the large yield 

of the background breakup process near the backward elastic peak arises (13]. The 

precision of the measurement of the obseryables requiring the using of the polarized 

target is also limited by the maximal possible flux of the charged particles as 108 

per second. 

Therefore, to realize the program of the full experiment, it is necessary to use 2 

different setups:• high resolution spectrometer with the proton polarimeter and pro

·ton polarized target for the fast final proton and a large solid angle spectrometer and 

low energy deuteron polarimeter like_ POLDER (19] or AHEAD (21] to measure the 

2We thank I.M.Sitnik for the estimation of the deuteron spin rotation angle due to the beam 
line upstream polarized proton t~rget installed at LHE JINR 
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polarization of the final deuteron. The first setup can be used to measure CN,N,o.o, 

CN,LS,o,o, Co,N,N,o and Co,LS,N,o, the second one to measure deuteron-deuteron spin 

. transfer coefficients: Both setups can be used to measurr cross section, tensor ana

lyzing power and spin correlations. 

It has been shown in the previous sectim~ that, for instan~e:, the, measurement 

of the vector-vector spi~ transfer coefficient from deuteron to dfUt~;o~1; c~:N,O,f'I \ or 

from proton to proton, CN,o,N,o, do not provide an additional jnfc.irn~~t_iOil in c~;n-
• I 

parison with the tensor-tensor spin transfer coefficients. But the using of fow'.enrrgy 
• II •l .• 

deuteron AHEAD-like polarimeter (21] which has a non-negligiable vector figure of 

merit instead purely tensor polarimeter POLDER could provide the simultaneous 

measurement of Co,N,o,N or Co,LN,o,s- Some of additional observables (for instance. 

Co,s,s,o) could be measured as a by-product during the experiments requiring 'the 

rotation of the polarization ai_ds of tensorially polarized beam which has an admix

ture of the vector polarization. This additional information could be used in order 

to reduce the systematic errors of the amplitudes reconstruction. 
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Appendix 1 

We give here the relations between different sets of amplitudes. 

The helicity amplitudes, H 1 1_11, can be expressed as following: 

,e_JJe,; ~} H:+~H ~ A+ C +D 

~0 ~ ,'4~ H+o-+o : A~B _ 
0 !' .. rt,M ~ H+--+- - A C D 

().. 
~(,A C:tty H+o--+ = he 

The ukrainian amplitudes (18] are simply related with the amplitudes used in 

this work as: 

Appendix 2 

91 

92 

A 

A+B 

93 = C 

94 = C+D 

Here we derive the expressions for A - D amplitudes calculated in the framework 

of the pole mechanism: 

A = (u+ Jzr 
B = -;w (2,hu - w) 

c = ( u + J2) ( u - hw) 

3 ( w) D = v2w u+ v2 , 

where u and w are the 8- and D- components of the deuteron wave function. 
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